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1. INTRODUCTION
Much work has been done in recent years towards presenting explicitly
and with a minimum of machinery the irreducible representations of the
general linear group GL(n) over a field K. The representations obtained
from the modules named after Schur and Weyl have undergone a tortuous
refining process in the hands of notable authors (Akin, Buchsbaum and
Weyman [1, 2], Carter and Lusztig [7], Clausen [8, 9], De Concini,
Eisenbud and Procesi [10], Green [16], James and Kerber [19], Towber
[26, 27]), in the wake of the pioneering work of Schur [23] and Weyl
[28]. One objective of such simplifications has been that of obtaining
information as to the reducibility of representations when the field K if of
positive characteristic, an objective which seems as yet out of reach.
The purpose of this work is that of organically presenting the main
results on Schur and Weyl modules. Our techniques are at variance with
most of those previously used and, we should like to believe, our proofs
signify a return to the primordial combinatorial underpinning of the topic.
We hope thereby to have attained a maximum of characteristic freeness.
Our two warhorses are: (1) the well known straightening technique, first
used by Doubilet, Rota and Stein [15], and recently generalized to the
supersymmetric case by Grosshans, Rota and Stein [17]. An altogether dif-
ferent approach from which we have also benefitted has been developed by
Akin, Buchsbaum and Weyman [1]. Both techniques has been skillfully
displayed in the recent work of Kouwenhoven [21]. (2) the use of
polarization operators, combined with the striking power of Kostant’s
Z-form [20], in the guise of De sarme nien, Kung and Rota’s Capelli
operators [13].
Superalgebraic methods are used in obtaining two distinct standard basis
theorems for the case of the exterior letterplace algebra. Such an algebra,
with its straightening possibilities, was first considered by Doubilet and
Rota [14], and then brought to fruish by Akin, Buchsbaum and Weyman
[1]. By these methods we derive what is perhaps the main novelty of the
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present work: our treatment of what we call the CarterLusztig module,
which is here exhibited in its full beauty and naturality.
By way of application, we give yet another proofa few lines longof
the first fundamental theorem of invariant theory, valid over an infinite
field of arbitrary characteristic.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let E be an alphabet, namely, a finite, linearly ordered set, and let
Mon(E) be the free monoid generated by E. Elements w of Mon(E) are
called words; the identity of Mon(E) is called the empty word. If
w # Mon(E) is not the empty word, w=x1x2 } } } xk , xi # E, we say that w
has length k. The empty word is of length zero, by definition. The content
of a non-empty word w # Mon(E) is the function cont(w) from E to the set
of non-negative integers that assigns to each x in E the number cont(w; x)
of its occurencies in w.
Example. If E=[a, b, c, d] and w=abacc, then w has length 4, and
cont(w; a)=2, cont(w; b)=1, cont(w; c)=2, cont(w; d )=0.
A word w will be said simple whenever cont(w; x)1 for every x # E. If
v, w # Mon(E), set vtw whenever cont(v)=cont(w).
Let v, w # Mon(E); if v, w are simple words such that vtw, and if v=
x1x2 } } } xk , then w=x_(1)x_(2) } } } x_(k) for some permutation _ of [1, 2, ..., k];
we define sign(v, w)=sign(_). In all other cases, set sign(v, w)=0.
Example. If E=[a, b, c, d], v=bcda, w=abdc, then vtw, and
sign(v, w)=1.
The extended alphabet Ed of an alphabet E is defined to be the set of all
ordered pairs e(i), with e # E and i # N, where N denotes the set of positive
integers. The element e(i) is the ith divided power of e; set e(1)=e. The free
monoid generated by the extended alphabet Ed is called the divided powers
monoid generated by the alphabet E, and will be denoted by the symbol
Div(E).
The monoid homomorphism
disp: Div(E)  Mon(E)
is generated by setting
disp(e(i))=ei
for every e # E and i # N.
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A word w # Div(E), w=x1x2 } } } xk , x i # Ed , is called a normal word
whenever, for every i, if xi=e( p) for some e # E and some positive integer
p, then xj {e(q) for every j{i and for every positive integer q.
Example. The word a(3)bcd (2) is normal, while acbc(2) is not.
Let R be a commutative ring, with 1{0; the exterior algebra 4(E) over
R generated by the alphabet E is defined to be the quotient algebra of the
semigroup algebra generated by Mon(E) over R with respect to the ideal
generated by the elements
uv+vu, u, v # Mon(E),
v2, v # Mon(E).
The image of the canonical map from Mon(E) to 4(E) will be frequently
denoted by the same symbol Mon(E).
The algebra 4(E) is isomorphic to the exterior algebra of the free
R-module generated by E. Hence, 4(E) can be regarded as a GL(n, R)-
module (where n=|E| ), with respect to the induced action.
The divided powers algebra D(E) over R generated by the alphabet E is
defined to be the quotient algebra of the semigroup algebra generated by
Div(E) over R with respect to the ideal generated by the elements
uv&vu, u, v # Div(E),
e(i)e( j)&\i+ ji + e(i+ j), e # E.
The image of the canonical map from Div(E) to D(E) will be denoted by
the same symbol Div(E).
The algebra D(E) is isomorphic to the divided powers algebra of the free
R-module generated by E. Hence, D(E) can be regarded as a GL(n, R)-
module, with respect to the induced action.
A shape * is a finite sequence of positive integers (*1 , *2 , ..., *k), such that
*i*j whenever i< j, namely, a partition of the integer n=*1+*2+ } } } +
*k ; in symbols, * |&n. Shapes will be ordered lexicographically from left to
right.
The conjugate shape * =(* 1 , * 2 , ..., * h) of * is defined by setting * j to be
equal to the number of entries *i of * such that *i j.
Example. If *=(4, 3, 1), its conjugate shape is * =(3, 2, 2, 1).
A Young tableau of shape *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) over the alphabet E is a finite
sequence of words T=(wi), i=1, 2, ..., k, where wi # Mon(E) is of length *i .
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We shall write sh(T )=*. The content of the Young tableau T=(wi) is the
function
cont(T )=:
i
cont(wi).
Let T=(wi) be a Young tableau of shape *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k); writing
w1=x11x12 } } }
w2=x21x22 } } }
} } }
wk=xk1xk2 } } }
set
w~ i=x1ix2i } } } xki for i=1, 2, ..., *1 .
The Young tableau T =(w~ i), of shape * , is called the conjugate tableau
of T.
Example. Given the tableau T=(wi), i=1, 2, 3, 4, with
w1=b a c e d
w2=a c c c
w3=b e
w4=c b,
its conjugate tableau is T =(w$i), i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, with
w$1=b a b c
w$2=a c e b
w$3=c c
w$4=e c
w$5=d.
Given a shape *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) with *1|E|, the Deruyts tableau of
shape * over E will be the tableau Der(*)=(wi), with
wi=e1e2 } } } e*i , i=1, 2, ..., k,
where ei denotes the ith symbol of the alphabet E.
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For example, the Deruyts tableau of shape (4, 3, 2) over the alphabet
[a, b, c, d, ...] is T=(wi), i=1, 2, 3, with
w1=a b c d
w2=a b c
w3=a b.
We recall the definitions of two linear orders and two equivalence rela-
tions over the set of all Young tableaux of a given shape over E, which will
be frequently used in the sequel:
if S=(vi), T=(wi) are Young tableaux of the same shape, set
S r T
whenever v1v2 v3 } } } w1w2w3 } } } in the lexicographic order, and
S c T
whenever S  r T .
For example, let E=[a, b, c, d, ...], and
a b c d a b c e
T=d f e, T $=b f d ;
c b b c
we have T<r T $, while T $<c T.
Let S=(vi), T=(wi) be Young tableaux over E; S and T will be called
row equivalent, in symbols:
Str T
whenever sh(S)=sh(T ) and vi twi for every i.
Similarly, S and T are column equivalent:
Stc T
whenever S tr T .
Example. The tableaux
a b e b e a
S=c d T=d c
b c c b
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are row-equivalent, while
a b e c b e
S=c d T $=b c
b c a d
are column-equivalent.
If S=(vi), T=(wi) are Young tableaux of the same shape, set
sign(S, T )=‘
i
sign(vi , w i).
A Young tableau T=(wi) is said to be standard if, for every i, writing
wi=x1x2 } } } xp , we have xh<xk whenever h<k, and, writing w~ i=
y1 y2 } } } yq for the ith word of the conjugate tableau T of T, we have
yh yk whenever h<k.
A Young tableau of shape * over the extended alphabet Ed is a finite
sequence T=(wi) of words in Div(E) such that the sequence
disp(T )=(disp(wi))
is a Young tableau of shape * over the alphabet E.
A Young tableau T=(wi) over the extended alphabet Ed will be called
normal whenever wi is a normal word for every i.
Given a shape *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) with k|E| the Coderuyts tableau of
shape * over Ed will be the tableau Coder(*)=(wi) with
wi=e (*i)i
for every i=1, 2, ..., k, where ei denotes the ith symbol of the alphabet E.
Note that Coder(*) is a normal tableau, and that the conjugate tableau of
disp(Coder(*)) is Der(* ).
A Young tableau T=(wi) over the extended alphabet Ed will be called
standard whenever Y is a normal tableau and the conjugate tableau of
disp(T ) is standard.
Let S, T be Young tableaux over E, with sh(S)=sh(T ); set
J(S | gT )= :
Ytc T
sign(S, Y).
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Example. Let
a b c b d c
S=c d e, T=d c a ;
d e
there is exactly one tableau which is both row-equivalent to S and column-
equivalent to T, namely, the tableau
b c a
T $=edc;
d
we have sign(S, T $)=&1; hence, J(S | gT )=&1.
Let now * be a shape, and let X1 , X2 , ..., Xt be all standard tableaux of
shape * over E, with Xi<c Xj for i< j.
The De sarme nien matrix relative to the shape * is the (t_t) matrix over
Z whose (i, j)-th entry is J(Xi | gXj ).
It is known (see, e.g., [3, 12]) that the De sarme nien matrix is an upper
triangular, non-singular matrix, whose determinant equals one. Hence,
given any Young tableau T of shape * over E, the system of linear equa-
tions:
(S) :
t
i=1
J(Xi | gXj ) s i=J(T | gXj ) j=1, 2, ..., t
has a unique solution (s1 , s2 , ..., st), where the s i ’s are integers. Obviously,
the only nontrivial equations in (S) are those corresponding to standard
tableaux Xj with cont(Xj)=cont(T ).
The sequence (s1 , s2 , ..., st) will be called the sequence of Schur coef-
ficients of the tableau T. We recall that, if Xi>r T, the corresponding Schur
coefficient si equals zero (see [8, 15]).
Similarly, given any Young Tableau S of shape * over the extended
alphabet Ed , let S$ be the conjugate tableau of disp(S); then, the system of
linear equations:
(W) :
t
i=1
J(Xj | gXi ) wi=J(Xj | gS$ ) j=1, 2, ..., t
has a unique solution (w1 , w2 , ..., wt), where the wi ’s are integers. It is
evident that the only nontrivial equations in (W) are those corresponding
to standard tableaux Xj with cont(Xj)=cont(disp(S)).
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The sequence (w1 , w2 , ..., wt) will be called the sequence of Weyl coef-
ficients of the tableau S. We recall that, if Xi>c S$, the corresponding Weyl
coefficient wi equals zero (see [8]).
3. STRAIGHTENING FORMULAE
Let R be a commutative ring, with 1{0, and let A=[a1 , a2 , ..., ap],
B=[b1 , b2 , ..., bq] be two alphabets. We introduce two letterplace
algebras, and describe their respective straightening formulae.
a) The symmetric letterplace algebra
The symmetric letterplace algebra SR[(ai | bj)] relative to the alphabets
A, B is the polynomial algebra over R generated by the commutative
variables (ai | b j), i=1, 2, ..., p, j=1, 2, ..., q.
The algebra SR[(a i | bj)] is isomorphic to the symmetric algebra of the
tensor product MR N, where M and N are the free R-modules spanned
by A and B, respectively. Hence, SR[(ai | bj)] can be regarded as a
GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-module, with respect to the induced actions. In the
following, we shall write S[(ai | bj)] instead of SR[(ai | bj)], whenever no
confusion arises.
Let v # Mon(A), v=x1x2 } } } xn , and w # Mon(B), w= y1 y2 } } } yn , be
words of the same length. The symmetric monomial relative to v, w is the
element m(v, w) of the symmetric letterplace algebra defined as:
m(v, w)=(x1 | y1)(x2 | y2) } } } (xn | yn).
Let now v # Mon(A), w # Mon(B). The skew-symmetric biproduct of v, w
is the element (v | w) of S[(ai | bj)] defined as follows:
(i) if v, w have the same length greater than zero, set
(v | w)= :
v$tv
v$ # Mon(A)
sign(v, v$) m(v$, w)
= :
w$tw
w$ # Mon(B)
sign(w, w$) m(v, w$);
(ii) if v, w have different lengths, set
(v | w)=0;
(iii) if both v and w have length zero, set
(v | w)=1.
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Example.
(a1a2 | b1b2)=(a1 | b1)(a2 | b2)&(a1 | b2)(a2 | b1).
We explicitly note that the map
vw  (v | w)
uniquely defines a GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-module homomorphism
4(A)4(B)  S[(ai | bj)].
Given two Young tableaux of the same shape, S=(vi), vi # Mon(A),
i=1, 2, ..., k, and T=(wi), wi # Mon(B), i=1, 2, ..., k, their skew-symmetric
biproduct (S | T ) is defined as
(S | T )=(v1 | w1)(v2 | w2) } } } (vk | wk).
If S=(vi), vi # Mon(A), i=1, 2, ..., k, and T=(wi), wi # Mon(B),
i=1, 2, ..., k, are Young tableaux of the same shape, set
m(S, T )= ‘
k
i=1
m(vi , wi).
We remark that
m(S, T )=m(S , T ).
The biproduct (S | T ) can be written as
(S | T )= :
Xtr S
sign(X, S) m(X, T )= :
Ytr T
sign(Y, T ) m(S, Y).
Theorem 3.1 (Straightening formula). The set of all biproducts (S | T ),
where S, T are standard Young tableaux of the same shape over A and B,
respectively, is a basis for the symmetric letterplace algebra S[(ai | bj)].
Moreover, let S, T be any two Young tableaux of shape * over A and B,
respectively, and let [X1 , X2 , ..., Xn], [Y1 , Y2 , ..., Ym] be the sets of all
standard tableaux of shape * over A and B with Xi<c Xj and Yi<c Yj for
i< j. Then, the biproduct (S | T ) can be uniquely written as
(S | T )=:
i, j
sis$j (Xi | Yj)+:
k
fk(Sk | Tk)
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where (s1 , s2 , ..., sn), (s$1 , s$2 , ..., s$m) are the sequences of Schur coefficients of
S and T, respectively, and Sk , Tk are standard tableaux of shape strictly
greater than * over A and B, with cont(Sk)=cont(S), cont(Tk)=cont(T ).
Proof. See [12, 13, 15]. K
Example. Let A=[a, b, c] and B=[1, 2, 3]; then,
\a2 a3a1 }
b1 b2
b3 +=\
a1 a3
a2 }
b1 b2
b3 +&\
a1 a2
a3 }
b1 b2
b3 ++(a1 a2 a3 | b1 b2 b3).
Let Sn[(ai | b j)] be the homogeneous subspace of degree n of the sym-
metric letterplace algebra. For every * |& n, let F(*) be the submodule of
Sn[(a i | bj)] spanned by all skew-symmetric biproducts (S | T ), where S, T
are Young tableaux of shape + |& n over A and B, respectively, with +*.
It is immediately seen that F(*) is a GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-submodule of
Sn[(a i | bj)]. Moreover, by the straightening formula, we have:
Proposition 3.2. The linearly ordered set
[F(*); * |& n, *1min( p, q)]
is a filtration of Sn[(ai | bj)] into GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-submodules.
For every standard tableau T over B, let F(T ) be the submodule of
Sn[(a i | bj)] spanned by all skew-symmetric biproducts (S | T $), where
S, T $ are Young tableaux of shape + |& n over A and B, respectively, with
either +>sh(T ) or +=sh(T ) and T $ r T. It is immediately seen that F(T )
is a GL( p, R)-submodule of Sn[(ai | bj)]. Theorem 3.1 yields:
Proposition 3.3. The linearly ordered set
[F(T ); T standard tableau over B, sh(T )=* |& n, *1min( p, q)]
is a filtration of Sn[(ai | bj)] into GL( p, R)-submodules.
b) The exterior letterplace algebra
The exterior letterplace algebra 4R[(ai | b j)] relative to the alphabets
A, B is the exterior algebra over R generated by the variables (ai | b j) ,
i=1, 2, ..., p, j=1, 2, ..., q.
The algebra 4R[(ai | bj)] is isomorphic to the exterior algebra of the
tensor product MR N, where M and N are the free R-modules spanned
by A and B, respectively. Hence, 4R[(ai | bj)] can be regarded as a
GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-module, with respect to the induced actions. In the
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following, we shall write 4[(ai | bj)] instead of 4R[(ai | b j)], whenever
no confusion arises.
Let v # Mon(A), v=x1x2 } } } xn , and w # Mon(B), w= y1 y2 } } } yn , be
words of the same length. The skew-symmetric monomial relative to v, w is
the element m(v, w) of the exterior letterplace algebra defined as
m(v, w) =(x1 | y1)(x2 | y2) } } } (xn | yn).
Let now v # Mon(A), w # Div(B), and let w be a normal word. The
right-symmetric biproduct of v, w is the element (v | w] of 4[(ai | bj)]
defined as follows:
(i) if v, w have the same length greater than zero, set
(v | w]= :
w$tdisp(w)
w$ # Mon(B)
m(v, w$);
(ii) if v, w have different lengths, set
(v | w]=0;
(iii) if both v and w have length zero, set
(v | w]=1.
Example.
(a1 a2 | b1 b2]=(a1 | b1)(a2 | b2) +(a1 | b2)(a2 | b1) =(a1 | b1)(a2 | b2)
&(a2 | b1)(a1 | b2).
We note that the map
vw  (v | w]
uniquely defines a GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-module homomorphism
4(A)D(B)  4[(ai | bj)].
Let v # Div(A), w # Mon(B), and let v be a normal word. The left-sym-
metric biproduct of v, w is the element [v | w) of 4[(ai | bj)] defined as
follows:
(i) if v, w have the same length greater than zero, set
[v | w)= :
v$tdisp(v)
v$ # Mon(A)
m(v$, w);
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(ii) if v, w have different lengths, set
[v | w)=0;
(iii) if both v and w have length zero, set
[v | w)=1.
Example.
[a1 a2 | b1 b2)=(a1 | b1)(a2 | b2) +(a2 | b1)(a1 | b2) =(a1 | b1)(a2 | b2)
&(a1 | b2)(a2 | b1) .
We point out that the map
vw  [v | w)
uniquely defines a GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-module homomorphism
D(A)4(B)  4[(ai | bj)].
Given two Young tableaux of the same shape, S=(vi), vi # Mon(A),
i=1, 2, ..., k, and T=(wi), wi # Div(B), i=1, 2, ..., k, their right-symmetric
biproduct (S | T] is defined as
(S | T]=(v1 | w1](v2 | w2] } } } (vk | wk].
Similarly, given two Young tableaux of the same shape, S=(vi),
vi # Div(A), i=1, 2, ..., k, and T=(wi), wi # Mon(B), i=1, 2, ..., k, their
left-symmetric biproduct [S | T ) is defined as
[S | T )=[v1 | w1)[v2 | w2) } } } [vk | wk)
If S=(vi), vi # Mon(A), i=1, 2, ..., k, and T=(wi), wi # Mon(B),
i=1, 2, ..., k are Young tableaux of the same shape, set
m(S, T)= ‘
k
i=1
m(vi , wi).
We remark that
m(S, T)=(&1) f (*) m(S , T )
where f (*) is a positive integer depending only on the shape *.
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Let now S, T be Young tableaux of the same shape over A and Bd ,
respectively, and suppose T normal; then, the biproduct (S | T] can be
written as
(S | T]= :
Ytr disp(T )
m(S, Y).
If S, T are Young tableaux of the same shape over Ad and B, respec-
tively, and S is normal, the biproduct [S | T ) can be written as
[S | T )= :
Xtr disp(S)
m(X, T).
We point out that, for every Young tableau S of shape * over A,
(S | Coder(*)]=m(S, disp(Coder(*))) ,
and, for every Young tableau T of shape * over B,
[Coder(*) | T )=m(disp(Coder(*)), T) ,
Theorem 3.4 (Right-symmetric straightening formula). The set of all
biproducts (S | T], where S, T are standard Young tableaux of the same
shape over A and Bd , respectively, is a basis for the exterior letterplace
algebra 4[(ai | bj)]. Moreover, let S be a Young tableau of shape * over A,
T a normal tableau of shape * over Bd , and let [X1 , X2 , ..., Xn],
[Y1 , Y2 , ..., Ym] be the sets of all standard tableaux of shape * over A and Bd ,
with Xi<c Xj and disp(Yi)<r disp(Yj) for i< j. Then, the biproduct (S | T]
can be uniquely written as
(S | T]=:
i, j
si w$j (Xi | Yj]+:
k
fk(Sk | Tk]
where (s1 , s2 , ..., sn) is the sequence of Schur coefficients of S,
(w$1 , w$2 , ..., w$m) is the sequence of Weyl coefficients of T, and Sk , Tk are
standard tableaux of shape strictly greater than * over A and Bd , with
cont(Sk)=cont(S), cont(disp(Tk))=cont(disp(T )).
Proof. See [3, 4, 17]. K
Theorem 3.5 (Left-symmetric straightening formula). The set of all
biproducts [S | T ), where S, T are standard Young tableaux of the same
shape over Ad and B, respectively, is a basis for the exterior letterplace
algebra 4[(ai | bj)]. Moreover, let S be a normal tableau of shape *
over Ad , T a Young tableau of shape * over B, and let [X1 , X2 , ..., Xn],
[Y1 , Y2 , ..., Ym] be the sets of all standard tableaux of shape * over Ad
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and B, with disp(Xi)<r disp(Xj) and Yi<c Y j for i< j. Then, the biproduct
[S | T ) can be uniquely written as
[S | T )=:
i, j
wis$j[Xi | Yj)+:
k
fk[Sk | Tk)
where (w1 , w2 , ..., wm) is the sequence of Weyl coefficients of S, (s$1 , s$2 , ..., s$n)
is the sequence of Schur coefficients of T, and Sk , Tk are standard tableaux of
shape strictly greater than * over Ad , B, with cont(disp(Sk))=cont(disp(S)),
cont(Tk)=cont(T ).
Proof. See [3, 4, 17]. K
Example.
_a1 a
(2)
3
a (2)2 }
b1 b2 b3
b1 b4 +=&_
a1 a (2)2
a (2)3 }
b1 b2 b3
b1 b4 +&_
a1 a2 a3
a2 a3 }
b1 b2 b3
b1 b4 +
&_a1 a
(2)
2 a3
a3 }
b1 b2 b3 b4
b1 +&_
a1 a2 a (2)3
a2 }
b1 b2 b3 b4
b1 +
Let 4n[(ai | bj)] be the homogeneous subspace of degree n of the
exterior letterplace algebra. For every * |&n, let 8r(*) be the submodule of
4n[(ai | bj)] spanned by all right-symmetric biproducts (S | T], where
S, T are Young tableaux of shape + |&n over A and Bd , respectively, with
+*, and let 8l(*) be the submodule of 4n[(ai | bj)] spanned by all left-
symmetric biproducts [S | T ), where S, T are Young tableaux of shape
+ |& n over Ad and B, with +*. It is immediately seen that 8r(*) and
8l(*) are GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-submodules of 4n[(ai | bj)]. Moreover, by
the right and left-symmetric straightening formulae, we have:
Proposition 3.6. The linearly ordered set
[8r(*); * |& n, *1p, * 1q]
is a filtration of 4n[(ai | b j)] into GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-submodules.
Proposition 3.7. The linearly ordered set
[8l(*); * |& n, *1q, * 1p]
is a filtration of 4n[(ai | b j)] into GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-submodules.
For every standard tableau T over Bd , let 8r(T ) be the submodule of
4n[(ai | bj)] spanned by all right-symmetric biproducts (S | T $], where
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S, T $ are Young tableaux of shape + |& n over A and Bd , with either
+>sh(T ) or +=sh(T ) and disp(T $)r disp(T ). Analogously, for every
standard tableau T over B, let 8l(T ) be the submodule of 4n[(ai | bj)]
spanned by all left-symmetric biproducts [S | T $), where S, T $ are Young
tableaux of shape + |& n over Ad and B, with either +>sh(T ) or +=sh(T )
and T $ r T. It is immediately seen that 8r(T ) and 8l(T ) are GL( p, R)-
submodules of 4n[(a i | b j)]. Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 yield:
Proposition 3.8. The linearly ordered set
[8r(T ); T standard tableau over Bd , sh(T )=* |& n, *1p, * 1q]
is a filtration of 4n[(ai | b j)] into GL( p, R)-submodules.
Proposition 3.9. The linearly ordered set
[8l(T ); T standard tableau over B, sh(T )=* |& n, *1q, * 1p]
is a filtration of 4n[(ai | b j)] into GL( p, R)-submodules.
4. POLARIZATION OPERATORS
Let K be an infinite field of any characteristic, and let A=[a1 , a2 , ...,ap],
B=[b1 , b2 , ..., bq] be two alphabets.
For every i, j=1, 2, ..., p=|A|, the A-polarization operators
ADi, j : S[(ai | bj)]  S[(ai | bj)]
ADi, j : 4[(ai | bj)]  4[(ai | b j)]
are defined to be the unique derivations of S[(ai | bj)] and 4[(ai | bj)]
such that, for every y # B,
ADi, j (ah | y)=$jh(ai | y),
ADi, j(ah | y) =$jh(ai | y).
Example. For every x, y, z in B,
AD2, 3(a3 | x)=(a2 | x)
and
AD2, 3(a1 | x)(a3 | y)(a3 | z)=(a1 | x)(a2 | y)(a3 | z)+(a1 | x)(a3 | y)(a2 | z).
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Similarly, for every i, j=1, 2, ..., q=|B|, the B-polarization operators
BDi, j : S[(ai | bj)]  S[(ai | bj)]
BDi, j : 4[(ai | bj)]  4[(ai | bj)]
are defined to be the unique derivations of S[(ai | bj)] and 4[(ai | bj)]
such that, for every x # A,
BDi, j (x | bh)=$jh(x | bi),
BD i, j(x | bh) =$jh(x | bi) .
Let now K=Q, the field of rationals. For every i, j=1, 2, ..., p, set
(i) AD(0)i, j=I, where I denotes the identity operator;
(ii) AD(k)i, j =
1
k! ADi, i (ADi, i&I )(ADi, i&2I ) } s(ADi, i&(k&1) I ) for
every positive integer k;
(iii) AD(k)i, j =
AD ki , j
k! for every positive integer k and for i{ j.
The operators BD (k)i, j are defined analogously.
Note that every operator AD (k)i, j (BD
(k)
i, j ) maps monic monomials of
SQ [(ai | b j)] and 4Q [(ai | bj)] into polynomials with integer coefficients,
namely, the subrings SZ [(ai | b j)] and 4Z [(ai | bj)] are invariant under
the action of AD (k)i, j(BD
(k)
i, j ). This implies that the definition of AD
(k)
i, j(BD
(k)
i, j )
makes sense even in the case of a symmetric or exterior letterplace algebra
over an arbitrary field.
The following fundamental results are well-known (see, e.g., [7, 19, 20]):
Theorem 4.1. The K-subalgebra of EndK (S[(ai | b j)]) spanned by the
diagonal action of GL( p, K) equals the K-algebra spanned by the operators
AD(k)i, j , i, j=1, 2, ..., p, k # N, and the K-subalgebra of EndK (S[(ai | bj)])
spanned by the diagonal action of GL(q, K) equals the K-algebra spanned by
the operators BD (k)i, j , i, j=1, 2, ..., q, k # N.
Theorem 4.2. The K-subalgebra of EndK (4[(ai | bj)]) spanned by the
diagonal action of GL( p, K) equals the K-algebra spanned by the operators
AD(k)i, j , i, j=1, 2, ..., p, k # N, and the K-subalgebra of EndK (4[(ai | bj)])
spanned by the diagonal action of GL(q, K) equals the K-algebra spanned by
the operators BD (k)i, j , i, j=1, 2, ..., q, k # N.
We now give the definition of D-operators and Capelli operators and
their fundamental properties, which are, together with the straightening
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formulae, the main technical tools of the present approach. For the sake of
simplicity, definitions and results are stated only for A-polarizations.
Let S be a standard tableau over Ad . Set disp(S)=(wi), i=1, 2, ..., n. For
every j=1, 2, ..., n, consider the operator
Dj (S)=AD (h1)1, j AD
(h2)
2, j } } } AD
(hp)
p, j
where hi=cont(wj , ai), i=1, 2, ..., p; the D-operator D(S) relative to the
tableau S is defined as
D(S)=D1(S) D2(S) } } } Dn(S).
For example, if the alphabet A consists of 3 symbols, and S is the
tableau
a (2)1 a2
a (2)3 ,
then D1(S)=AD (2)1, 1AD2, 1 , D2(S)=AD
(2)
3, 2 , hence
D(S)=AD (2)1, 1 AD2, 1 AD
(2)
3, 2 .
Proposition 4.4. Let S=(wi), i=1, 2, ..., n be a standard tableau of
shape * over Ad , and D(S) the D-operator relative to S; then, for every
tableau T of shape * over B, we have
D(S)[Coder(*) | T )=[S | T ).
Proof. Set T=(w$i), i=1, 2, ..., n. Since the conjugate tableau of disp(S)
is standard and each operator Dj (S) is a product of derivations, we have:
D(S)[Coder(*) | T )=D(S)[Coder(*) | T )
=D1(S) } } } Dn(S)[a (*1)1 | w$1) } } } [a
(*n)
n | w$n)
=D1(S)[a (*1)1 | w$1) } } } Dn(S)[a
(*n)
n | w$n)=[w1 | w$1) } } } [wn | w$n)=[S | T ). K
The following results are immediate consequences of the definition of
D-operator:
Proposition 4.5. Let S be a standard tableau of shape * over Ad , and
D(S) the D-operator relative to S. For every standard tableau X over Ad of
shape +<*, and for every tableau T over B, we have
D(S)[X | T )=0.
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Proposition 4.6. Let S be a standard tableau of shape * over Ad , and
D(S) the D-operator relative to S. If X is the unique standard tableau of
shape * over A such that X =disp(S), then, for every tableau T over B,
D(S)(Der(*) | T )= :
Ytc X
(Y | T )
and, for every tableau T $ over Bd ,
D(S)(Der(*) | T $]= :
Ytc X
(Y | T $].
Let now S be a standard tableau over A, and let S be the conjugate
tableau of S. Set S =(wi), i=1, 2, ..., n. For every i=1, 2, ..., n, consider the
operator
Ci (S)=AD (kp)i, p AD
(kp&1)
i, p&1 } } } AD
(k1)
i, 1
where kj=cont(wi , aj), j=1, 2, ..., p. The Capelli operator C(S) relative to
the tableau S is defined as
C(S)=Cn(S) Cn&1(S) } } } C1(S).
For example, if the alphabet A consists of 3 symbols, and S is the
tableau
a1 a2
a1 a3
a2 ,
then C1(S)=AD (2)1, 1 C2(S)=AD2, 2 AD1, 2 , C3(S)=AD2, 3 , hence
C(S)=AD2, 3 AD2, 2 AD1, 2 AD (2)1, 1 .
We remark that, by the straightening formulae, for every tableau T over
B we have
C(S)(S$ | T )= :
h, k
chk(Sh | Tk)
and, for every tableau T $ over Bd ,
C(S)(S$ | T $]= :
h, k
dhk(Sh | T $k]
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where the Sh ’s, Th ’s and T $h ’s are standard tableaux over A, B and Bd ,
respectively, and sh(Sh)sh(S$). It is immediately seen that, by the defini-
tion of the Capelli operator, we have
cont(Sh)=cont(Der(*)),
where *=sh(S); hence, sh(Sh)* for every h. In particular, if sh(S$)=*,
then Sh=Der(*) for every h.
Proposition 4.7. Let S be a standard tableau of shape * over A, and
C(S) the Capelli operator relative to S; then, if S$ is a standard tableau over
A such that sh(S$)>sh(S), C(S)(S$ | T )=0 for every tableau T over B, and
C(S)(S$ | T]=0 for every tableau T over Bd .
Proof. Immediate by preceding remarks. K
Theorem 4.8. Let S be a standard tableau of shape * over A, and C(S)
the Capelli operator relative to S; then, for every tableau S$ of shape * over A,
C(S)(S$ | Coder(*)]=J(S$ | gS )(Der(*) | Coder(*)].
Proof. Let A(*) be the GL( p, K)-submodule of 4[(ai | bj)] spanned
by all monomials
m(X, Coder(*)) =(X | Coder(*)]
as X ranges over all tableaux of shape * over A. We define a symmetric
bilinear form
( , ): A(*)_A(*)  K
by setting
((X | Coder(*)], (Y | Coder(*)])=sign(X, Y)
and extending by linearity. Straightforward computations show that, for
every i, j=1, 2, ..., p and for every k # N, we have:
(AD(k)i, j(X | Coder(*)], (Y | Coder(*)])
=((X | Coder(*)], AD (k)j, i (Y | Coder(*)]),
which implies that
(C(S)(X | Coder(*)], (Y | Coder(*)])
=((X | Coder(*)], D(Z)(Y | Coder(*)]),
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where Z is the unique standard tableau of shape * over Ad such that
disp(Z)=S .
By previous remarks, we have
C(S)(S$ | Coder(*)]=k(Der(*) | Coder(*)], k # K;
now
k=(C(S)(S$, Coder(*)], (Der(*) | Coder(*)])
=((S$, Coder(*)], D(Z)(Der(*) | Coder(*)])
=((S$, Coder(*)], :
Ytc S
(Y | Coder(*)])
= :
Ytc S
sign(S$, Y)=J(S$ | gS ). K
Theorem 4.9. Let S be a standard tableau of shape * over A, and C(S)
the Capelli operator relative to S; then, for every tableau S$ of shape * over A
C(S)(S$ | T]=J(S$ | gS )(Der(*) | T]
for every tableau T over Bd .
Proof. Let T be a standard tableau over Bd , and D(T ) the D-operator
relative to T. Since A-polarizations and B-polarizations commute, we have
C(S)(S$ | T]=C(S) D(T )(S$ | Coder(*)]=D(T ) C(S)(S$ | Coder(*)]
=D(T ) J(S$ | gS )(Der(*) | Coder(*)]=J(S$ | gS )(Der(*) | T].
If T is any tableau over Bd , the assertion follows immediately by consider-
ing the standard expansion of (S$ | T]. K
Theorem 4.10. Let S be a standard tableau of shape * over A, and C(S)
the Capelli operator relative to S; then, for every tableau S$ of shape * over A
C(S)(S$ | T )=J(S$ | gS )(Der(*) | T )
for every tableau T over B.
Proof. We define a map
,: A(*)  S[(ai | bj)]
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(where A(*) is the GL( p, K)-submodule of 4[(ai | bj)] spanned by all
monomials
m(X, Coder(*)) =(X | Coder(*)]
as X ranges over all tableaux of shape * over A) by setting
,((X | Coder(*)])=(X | T )
and extending by linearity. , is a GL( p, K)-module homomorphism, hence
C(S)(S$ | T )=C(S) ,((S$ | Coder(*)])=,(C(S)(S$ | Coder(*)])
=,(J(S$ | gS )(Der(*) | Coder(*)])
=J(S$ | gS )(Der(*) | T ). K
We remark that, since the De sarme nien matrix is upper triangular (see
Section 2), if S, S$ are standard tableaux of the same shape over A such
that S< c S$, then C(S)(S$ | T )=0 for every tableau T over B, and
C(S)(S$ | T]=0 for every tableau T over Bd .
5. SCHUR MODULES AND WEYL MODULES
Let R be a commutative ring with 1{0, and *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) be a
shape. The Schur module SchurA(*) relative to the shape * and the
alphabet A is the R-submodule of the symmetric letterplace algebra
S[(ai | bj)] relative to the alphabets A, B spanned by the biproducts
(S | Der(*)), as S ranges over all tableaux of shape * over A. The Schur
module SchurB(*) relative to the shape * and the alphabet B is defined
analogously.
It is immediately seen that SchurA(*) is a GL( p, R)-submodule of
S[(ai | bj)], while SchurB(*) is a GL(q, R)-submodule of S[(ai | bj)]. (Here,
p=|A| , q=|B| ).
In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we shall state definitions and
results only for Schur modules relative to the alphabet A.
Proposition 5.1 (Standard basis theorem). The set of all biproducts
(S | Der(*)), where S is a standard tableau of shape * over A, is a basis of
SchurA(*). Moreover, let S be a Young tableau of shape * over A, and
let [X1 , X2 , ..., Xk] be the set of all standard tableaux of shape * over A,
with Xi<c Xj for i< j. Then, the biproduct (S | Der(*)) can be uniquely
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written as
(S | Der(*))= :
k
i=1
si (Xi | Der(*)),
where (s1 , s2 , ..., sk) is the sequence of Schur coefficients of S.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1. K
Corollary 5.2. SchurA(*){0 if and only if *1p.
From now on, in order to avoid trivial cases, we shall consider only
shapes * such that *1p. Moreover, we assume that R is an infinite field.
Proposition 5.3. Let M be a GL( p, R)-submodule of SchurA(*),
M{(0). The element (Der(*) | Der(*)) belongs to M.
Proof. Let X{0 be an element of M; by the standard basis theorem,
X= :
k
i=1
ci (Xi | Der(*)),
where the Xi ’s are standard tableaux, and X1<c X2<c } } } <c Xk . Without
loss of generality, suppose c1 {0, and let C(X1) be the Capelli operator
relative to X1 ; then, the image of X under C(X1) belongs to M. Since
C(X1) X=c1(Der(*) | Der(*)),
we get the assertion. K
Corollary 5.4. The Schur module SchurA(*) has a unique minimal
GL( p, R)-submodule, namely, the cyclic submodule CycA(*) generated by the
biproduct (Der(*) | Der(*)).
Corollary 5.5. SchurA(*) is an indecomposable GL( p, R)-module.
Proposition 5.6. [CycA(*); * |& n, *1p] is a set of mutually non-
isomorphic, irreducible GL( p, R)-modules.
Proof. The irreducibility of any CycA(*) is a straightforward conse-
quence of Corollary 5.4. Furthermore, given *, + |& n with *<+, let
C(Der(*)) be the Capelli operator relative to the tableau Der(*) over A;
since
C(Der(*))(Der(*) | Der(*)){0,
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while
C(Der(*)) X=0
for every element X of CycA(+), there exists no nontrivial GL( p, R)-module
homomorphism from CycA(*) to CycA(+). K
Let R be a commutative ring with 1{0, and *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) be a
shape. The Weyl module WeylA(*) relative to the shape * and the alphabet
A is the R-submodule of the exterior letterplace algebra 4[(ai | bj)]
relative to the alphabets A, B spanned by the biproducts [S | Der(*)), as S
ranges over all tableaux of shape * over Ad . The Weyl module WeylB(*)
relative to the shape * and the alphabet B is defined analogously.
It is immediately seen that WeylA(*) is a GL( p, R)-submodule of
4[(ai | bj)], while WeylB(*) is a GL(q, R)-submodule of 4[(a i | bj)].
(Here, p=|A|, q=|B| ).
In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we shall state definitions and
results only for Weyl modules relative to the alphabet A.
Proposition 5.7 (Standard basis theorem). The set of all biproducts
[S | Der(*)), where S is a standard tableau of shape * over Ad , is a basis of
WeylA(*). Moreover, let S be a normal tableau of shape * over Ad , and let
[Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yh] be the set of all standard tableaux of shape * over Ad , with
disp(Yi)<r disp(Yj) for i< j. Then, the biproduct [S | Der(*)) can be
uniquely written as
[S | Der(*))= :
h
i=1
wi[Yi | Der(*)),
where (w1 , w2 , ..., wh) is the sequence of Weyl coefficients of S.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.5. K
Corollary 5.8. WeylA(*){(0) if and only if * 1p, where * =(* 1 , * 2 ,
..., * h) is the conjugate shape of *.
From now on, in order to avoid trivial cases, we shall consider only
shapes * |& n such that * 1p. Moreover, we assume that R is an infinite
field.
Proposition 5.9. WeylA(*) is a cyclic GL( p, R)-module generated by
the biproduct [Coder(*) | Der(*)).
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Proof. It suffices to recall that, for every standard tableau S of shape *
over Ad , we have:
D(S)[Coder(*) | Der(*))=[S | Der(*)),
where D(S) is the D-operator relative to the tableau S. By the standard
basis theorem, we get the assertion. K
Proposition 5.10. Let *, + |& n with *>+; there exists no nontrivial
GL( p, R)-module homomorphism from WeylA(*) to WeylA(+).
Proof. Let D(Coder(*)) be the D-operator relative to the tableau
Coder(*) over Ad ; the thesis follows from the fact that
D(Coder(*))[Coder(*) | Der(*)){0,
while, by Proposition 4.5,
D(Coder(*)) X=0
for every element X of WeylA(+). K
6. THE CARTER-LUSZTIG MODULE
It is well known that every Weyl module possesses a unique maximal
submodule, which is usually described as the radical of a certain bilinear
form; the existence of this maximal submodule was first established by
Carter and Lusztig in 1974 [7]. The presentation of Weyl modules given
in the preceding section allows us to give a new characterization of the
maximal submodule, which seems to be more handy than the previous
ones.
Let R be an infinite field, and *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) be a shape.
We begin with some definitions. Let MA(*) be the GL( p, R)-submodule
of 4[(ai | bj)] spanned by all monomials m(S, Der(*)) , as S ranges over
all tableaux of shape * over A. Clearly, WeylA(*) is a submodule of MA(*).
By the right-symmetric straightening formula, every element X of MA(*)
can be uniquely written as
(*) X=:
k
ck(Sk | Coder(* )]+:
i, j
dij (Yi | Tj]
where the Sk ’s and Yi ’s are standard tableaux over A, the Tj ’s are standard
tableaux over Bd , sh(Sk)=* for every k, sh(Yi)=sh(Tj)>* for every i, j,
and cont(disp(Tj))=cont(Der(*)) for every j.
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Let MA *(*) be the GL( p, R)-submodule of 4[(ai | bj)] spanned by all
elements X of MA(*) in whose expansion (*) ck=0 for every k.
Proposition 6.1. Let X be an element of MA(*) not belonging to
MA *(*); then, the cyclic GL( p, R)-submodule generated by X contains
WeylA(*).
Proof. Since X  MA*(*), we have
X=:
k
ck(Sk | Coder(* )]+Y,
where Y # MA *(*), the Sk ’s are standard tableaux of shape * over A, with
S1<c S2<c } } } , and not all of the ck ’s are zero. Without loss of generality,
suppose c1 {0 and let C(S1) be the Capelli operator relative to S1 ; then,
C(S1) X=c1(Der(* ) | Coder(* )]=(&1) f (*) c1[Coder(*) | Der(*)).
By Proposition 5.9, we get the assertion. K
The preceding result yields immediately:
Theorem 6.2. MA *(*) & WeylA(*) is the unique maximal submodule of
the Weyl module WeylA(*). In particular, the Weyl module WeylA(*) is
indecomposable.
The maximal submodule MA *(*) & WeylA(*) of WeylA(*) will be called
the CarterLusztig module relative to the shape *, and will be denoted by
CLA(*).
We give two examples of non trivial CarterLusztig modules:
Example 1. Let R be a field of characteristic 3, and *=(2, 1); it is
easily checked that
_a1 a2a3 }
b1 b2
b1 +&_
a1 a3
a2 }
b1 b2
b1 +=(a1 a2 a3 | b1 b1 b2] # CLA(*).
Example 2. Let R be a field of characteristic 2, and *=(3, 1); we have
_a
(2)
1 a2
a2 }
b1 b2 b3
b1 +=\
a1 a2
a1 a2 }
b (2)1
b2 b3& # CLA(*).
Proposition 6.3. Suppose there exists a nonzero element X in CLA(*),
and let + be the smallest shape occurring in the expansion (*) of X; then,
WeylA(*) & WeylB(+){(0).
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Conversely, if WeylA(*) & WeylB(+){(0) for some shape +{*, then the
CarterLusztig module CLA(*) is nonzero.
Proof. Let S1 be the smallest standard tableau of shape + over A (with
respect to the order < c) occurring in the expansion (*) of X with nonzero
coefficient, and let C(S1) be the Capelli operator relative to S1 ; the image
of X under C(S1), which of course lies again in WeylA(*), is
C(S1) X=:
j
c1j (Der(+) | Tj] # WeylB(*).
The converse is immediate. K
Proposition 6.4. The CarterLusztig module CLA(*) is nonzero if
and only if there exist a shape +<* and a nontrivial GL( p, R)-module
homomorphism
,: WeylA(+)  WeylA(*).
Proof. Suppose there exists a nonzero element X in CLA(*), and let +~
be the smallest shape occurring in the expansion (*) of X; by the preceding
Proposition, we can suppose, without loss of generality,
X=:
j
cj (Der(+~ ) | Tj],
where the Tj ’s are standard tableaux over Bd . For every j, let D(Tj) be the
D-operator relative to Tj , and set
P=:
j
cj D(Tj).
We have
P[Coder(+) | Der(+))=(&1) f (+) P(Der(+~ ) | Coder(+~ )]
=:
j
cj D(Tj)(Der(+~ ) | Coder(+~ )]=X # WeylA(*).
Since A-polarizations and B-polarizations commute, the restriction of P to
the module WeylA(+) is the required GL( p, R)-module homomorphism
from WeylA(+) to WeylA(*).
The converse is an immediate consequence of the fact that, by Proposi-
tion 5.10, the homomorphism , can not be an isomorphism. K
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For every S, T tableaux of the same shape over A, set
J(gS | gT )= :
Xtc S
:
Ytc T
sign(X, Y).
Example. Let
a b e a c e
S=c d T=b d;
there are four tableaux which are column-equivalent to S, namely:
a b e a d e c b e c d e
S=c d, S1=c b, S2=a d, S3=a b
and four tableaux which are column-equivalent to T, namely:
a c e a d e b c e b d e
T=b d, T1=b c, T2=a d, T3=a c;
among these, the only pairs of row-equivalent tableaux are the following:
S1 tr T1 and S2 tr T2 ;
moreover, sign(S1 , T1)=&1=sign(S2 , T2); hence
J(gS | gT )=&2.
Proposition 6.5. Let [T1 , T2 , ..., Tk] be the set of all standard tableaux
of shape * over A, with Ti<c Tj for i< j. The codimension of the
CarterLusztig module CLA(*) equals the rank over R of the matrix
(J(gTi | gTj )), i, j=1, 2, ..., k.
Proof. Let [S1 , S2 , ..., Sk] be the set of all standard tableaux of shape
* over Ad , with disp(Si)<r disp(Sj) for i< j; we have clearly T i=disp(S i)
for every i. Let now
X== :
k
i=1
ci[Si | Der(*))
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be a nonzero element of WeylA(*). We can write
X= :
k
i=1
ci :
Ytr disp(Si)
m(Y, Der(*))
=(&1) f (*) :
k
i=1
ci :
Ztc Ti
m(Z, disp(Coder(* )))
=(&1) f (*) :
k
i=1
ci :
Ztc Ti
(Z | Coder(* )].
It is immediately seen that X belongs to CLA(*) if and only if C(Tj) X=0
for every j=1, 2, ..., k, where C(Tj) is the Capelli operator relative to Tj .
Since, by Theorem 4.9,
C(Tj) X=(&1) f (*) :
k
i=1
c i :
Ztc Ti
J(Z | gTj )(Der(* ) | Coder(* )]
=(&1) f (*) :
k
i=1
c iJ(gTi | gTj )(Der(* ) | Coder(* )],
we get the assertion. K
Our next goal is to examine the connections between Schur and Weyl
modules. To this aim, we consider the map
,: MA(*)  SchurA(* )
defined by setting
,(m(S, Der(*)) )=(S | Der(* ))
for every tableau S of shape * over A, and extending by linearity. It is
easily checked that , is well-defined, and it is a surjective GL( p, R)-module
homomorphism.
By the definitions, it is straightforward to recognize that the image of the
submodule WeylA(*) under the map , is CycA(* ), the unique minimal
submodule of SchurA(* ). This yields:
Proposition 6.6. The module CycA(* ) is linearly spanned by the set of
elements
:
Xtc S
(X | Der(* )),
as S ranges over all standard tableaux of shape * over A.
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Proposition 6.7. ker (,)=MA*(*).
Proof. (i) Suppose there exists an element X in MA*(*) such that
,(X){0. Then
,(X)=:
i
c i (S i | Der(* )),
where the Si ’s are standard tableaux of shape * over A, with S1<c S2<c } } } ,
and not all of the ci ’s are zero. Without loss of generality we can assume
c1 {0. Let C(S1) be the Capelli operator relative to S1 . Then,
C(S1) ,(X)=c1(Der(* ) | Der(* )),
which gives ,(C(S1) X){0. On the other hand, X # MA*(*) implies
C(S1) X=0, so we get a contradiction. Hence, MA*(*)ker (,).
(ii) Since ,([Coder(*) | Der(*)))=,(m(disp(Coder(*)), Der(*)) )=
(Der(* ) | Der(* )){0, WeylA(*) is not contained in ker(,), which implies,
by Proposition 6.1, ker (,)MA *(*). K
Corollary 6.8.
SchurA(* )$MA(*)MA*(*).
Corollary 6.9.
CycA(* )$WeylA(*)CLA(*).
7. DECOMPOSITIONS
Let R be a commutative ring, with 1{0, and let Sn[(ai | b j)],
4n[(ai | bj)] be the homogeneous subspaces of degree n of the symmetric
and exterior letterplace algebras over the alphabets A and B, where n is a
positive integer which will remain fixed throughout. For every * |& n, let
+ |& n be the unique shape such that +>* and [& |& n; *<&<+]=<. Set
F*(*)=F(+),
8r*(*)=8r(+),
8*l (*)=8l(+),
where F(+), 8r(+), 8l(+) are the submodules of Sn[(a i | b j)] and
4n[(ai | bj)] defined in Section 3.
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Proposition 7.1. Let * |& n, with *1min( p, q). The map
((S | Der(*)), (Der(*) | T ))  (S | T )
where S, T are Young tableaux of shape * over A and B, respectively,
uniquely induces a GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-module isomorphism
SchurA(*)SchurB(*)  F(*)F*(*).
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 5.1. K
Corollary 7.2. The graded object associated to the filtration [F(*);
* |& n, *1min( p, q)] is isomorphic to

*1min( p, q)
* |& n
SchurA(*)SchurB(*).
Proposition 7.3. Let * |& n, with *1p, * 1q. The map
((S | Der(*)), (Der(*) | T])  (S | T]
where S, T are Young tableaux of shape * over A and Bd , respectively,
uniquely induces a GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-module isomorphism
SchurA(*)WeylB(*)  8r(*)8r*(*).
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 and Propositions 5.1
and 5.7. K
Corollary 7.4. The graded object associated to the filtration [8r(*);
* |& n, *1p, * 1q] is isomorphic to

*1p, * 1q
* |& n
SchurA(*)WeylB(*).
Proposition 7.5. Let * |& n, with *1q, * 1p. The map
([S | Der(*)), (Der(*) | T ))  [S | T )
where S, T are Young tableaux of shape * over Ad and B, respectively,
uniquely induces a GL( p, R)_GL(q, R)-module isomorphism
WeylA(*)SchurB(*)  8l(*)8*l (*).
Proof. Immediate by Theorem 3.5 and Propositions 5.1 and 5.7. K
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Corollary 7.6. The graded object associated to the filtration [8l(*);
* |& n, *1q, * 1p] is isomorphic to

*1q, * 1p
* |& n
WeylA(*)SchurB(*).
Let now T be a standard tableau of shape * |& n over B. Suppose that T
is the smallest tableau of shape * with respect to the order  r , let T $ be the
greater standard tableau of shape + over B with respect to the same order,
where + |& n is the unique shape such that +>* and [v |& n; *<&<+]=<.
If T is not the smallest tableau of shape *, let T $ be the unique standard
tableau of shape * over B such that T $<r T and [X; T $<r X<r T, X
standard of shape * over B]=<. In both cases, set
F*(T )=F(T $),
8*l (T )=8l(T $),
where F(T $), 8l(T $) are the submodules of Sn[(ai | bj)] and 4n[(ai | b j)]
defined in Section 3.
Let now T be a standard tableau of shape * |& n over Bd . If disp(T ) is
the smallest tableau of shape * with respect to the order  r , let T $ be the
unique standard tableau of shape + over Bd such that disp(T $)=
max[disp(X); X standard of shape + over Bd] with respect to the same
order, where + |& n is the unique shape such that +>* and
[& |& n; *<&<+]=<. If disp(T ) is not the smallest tableau of shape *,
let T $ be the unique standard tableau of shape * over Bd such that
disp(T $)<r disp(T ) and [X; disp(T $)<disp(X)<disp(T ), X standard of
shape * over Bd]=<. In both cases, set
8r*(T )=8r(T $),
where 8r(T $) is the submodule of 4n[(ai | b j)] defined in Section 3.
Proposition 7.7. Let * |& n, with *1min( p, q). Let T be a standard
tableau of shape * over B; the map
(S | Der(*))  (S | T )
where S is a Young tableau of shape * over A, uniquely induces a
GL( p, R)-module isomorphism
SchurA(*)  F(T )F*(T ).
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Proof. Immediate by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 5.1. K
Corollary 7.8. The graded object associated to the filtration [F(T );
T standard tableau over B, sh(T )=* |& n, *1min( p, q)] is isomorphic to

*1min( p, q)
* |& n
c* SchurA(*),
where c* demotes the rank of the module SchurB(*).
Proposition 7.9. Let * |& n, with *1q, * 1p. Let T be a standard
tableau of shape * over Bd ; the map
(S | Der(*))  (S | T]
where S is a Young tableau of shape * over A, uniquely induces a
GL( p, R)-module isomorphism
SchurA(*)  8r(T )8r*(T ).
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 5.1. K
Corollary 7.10. The graded object associated to the filtration
[8r(*); * |& n, *1p, * 1q] is isomorphic to

*1p, * 1q
* |& n
d* SchurA(*),
where d* denotes the rank of the module WeylB(*).
Proposition 7.11. Let * |& n, with *1q, * 1p. Let T be a standard
tableau of shape * over B; the map
[S | Der(*))  [S | T )
where S is a Young tableau of shape * over Ad , uniquely induces a
GL( p, R)-module isomorphism
WeylA(*)  8l(T )8*l (T ).
Proof. Immediate by Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 5.7. K
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Corollary 7.12. The graded object associated to the filtration [8l(*):
* |& n, *1q, * 1p] is isomorphic to

*1p, * 1q
* |& n
c* WeylA(*),
where c* denotes the rank of the module SchurB(*).
8. FIRST FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS
Let K be an infinite field, and let A=[a1 , a2 , ..., ap], B=[b1 , b2 , ..., bq]
be two alphabets. Fix a positive integer n. Suppose that p divides n, and let
\( p) |& n be the ‘‘rectangular’’ shape
\( p)=( p, p, ..., p).
Proposition 8.1. (i) If p divides n and pq, the module F(\( p)) is
isomorphic to SchurB(\( p));
(ii) if p divides n and npq, the module 8r(\( p)) is isomorphic to
WeylB(\( p)).
Proof. It suffices to remark that, if p divides n, \( p)=
max[* |& n; *1p], and the only standard tableau of shape \( p) over A is
Der(\( p)). Hence, if pq, a basis for F(\( p)) is given by the set of
biproducts (Der(\( p)) | T ), where T is a standard tableau of shape \( p)
over B, and, if npq, a basis for 8r(\( p)) is given by the set of biproducts
(Der(\( p)) | T], where T is a standard tableau of shape \( p) over Bd . K
Theorem 8.2 (First Fundamental Theorem). Let M be a 1-dimensional
GL( p, K)-submodule of Sn[(ai | bj)]. Then, p divides n, pq, and M is con-
tained in F(\( p)), and vice-versa.
Proof. Let X be a non-zero element of M; we have
X=:
i, j
cij (Si | Tj)
where the Si ’s are standard tableaux over A, with S1<S2< } } } , and the
Ti ’s are standard tableaux over B. Let *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *t)=sh(S1), and let
C(S1) be the Capelli operator relative to S1 ; then,
C(S1) X=:
j
c1j (Der(*) | Tj){0;
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since M has dimension one, C(S1) X must be a scalar multiple of X, hence,
cij=0 for every i{1. Let s be the smallest index such that *s=*s+1=
} } } =*t=k. If *{\( p), then k<p. In this case, we have
AD (t&s+1)k+1, k X=:
j
c1j (S | Tj) # M
where S is the standard tableau obtained by Der(*) by replacing the letter
at with at+1 in the last (t&s+1) rows. Hence, M has dimension one if and
only if *=\( p). Now, the assertion follows by Proposition 8.1. K
Theorem 8.3 (Skew-symmetric First Fundamental Theorem). Let M
be a 1-dimensional GL( p, K)-submodule of 4n[(ai | bj)]. Then, p divides n,
n
pq, and M is contained in 8r(\( p)), and vice-versa.
Proof. The proof is formally identical to the previous one. K
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